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Abstract—SCADA systems are widely used by numerous in-
dustries in order to control a variety of processes. During
the development of such a system, one is faced with several
challenges concerning reliability, security and congestion control.
For example, in a traffic light application, systems to handle
reliability and congestion control have to be carefully designed, in
order to meet the high safety requirements. In other applications,
especially wireless, security is of great importance.

This report is aimed to describe and address a few of these
challenges, but does so in a scaled down version. This project is
part of a larger activity with the overall purpose to navigate a
ground vehicle from a control station and provide an operator
with visual information. The work covered in this project will
focus mainly on implementing reliable data transfer over a
ZigBee radio link and on creating an adaptive protocol for
efficient transmission of images.

To make the existing software more robust to link congestions
and faults, we develop methods to handle lost data packets and
packet duplication. Additionally, we implement the capability of
image transmission from the vehicle to the control station that
makes use of an adaptive quality selector especially designed to
not interfere with the ability to control the vehicle.

Index Terms—SCADA, radio transfer reliability, congestion con-
trol, automatic repeat-request, selective repeat

I. INTRODUCTION

SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) is
a type of control system that is common in industrial

processes, distribution processes and building automation. If
one ever wondered how traffic signals are controlled or how
the indoor environment is maintained at a steady comfortable
temperature, there is surely a SCADA system at work!

As described in Scada: Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition [1], the first SCADA systems were composed of
panels, control buttons and meters connected to various control
devices and sensors. The connections were done by wire and
the need of computers and software were non existing. These
simple systems are called sensor to panel type SCADA and
are still used today in industries. The main drawbacks are the
amount of expensive wires needed for a larger system and the
lack of remote monitoring possibilities.

With the introduction of microprocessors came the Pro-
grammable Logic Controllers (PLC) and the Distributed Con-
trol Systems (DCS). These devices have multiple connections
for inputs and outputs and can be programmed or connected
via a field bus (network link) to a computer [2]. This means
that the amount of wire is reduced dramatically and also allows
a degree of remote control and monitoring. Unfortunately this
introduces programing problems which take away some of the
simplicity compared to the sensor to panel type system. These

problems consists of security, reliability or congestion issues
over the field bus.

Today there exist even more useful devices than PLC
and DCS called intelligent electronic devices (IED). These
can have integrated sensors and control systems and can be
connected directly via a field bus to one or more computers.
Implementation of IED require more sophisticated programing
because of the increased dependency on the quality of the
network, i.e., the data flow in the field bus is increased due to
the added information needed to direct the packets, making the
risk of congestion higher. Although expensive, they maximize
the control possibility and minimize the use of wire [3],
further, they could even be made wireless [4]. The impact
this would have to the market is substantial. Fortunes would
be saved in copper expenses and installation time, but there
are many problems to solve, the main ones being reliability
[5] and security [6][7].

This project is a part of an ongoing activity that spreads
over multiple groups and years, the aim is to construct a
stable and secure system, composed by a control station and a
ground vehicle. The overall task of the system is to allow the
vehicle to be remotely navigated from the control station. The
operator is also supplied with the ability to request an image
from a camera mounted on the vehicle. The project is a scaled
down representation of a wireless IED SCADA system, and
is intended to address some of the challenges involved in the
construction of such a system. Due to the use of a ZigBee radio
link as the means of information transport, several challenges
are encountered which would not be expected when using
wire.

Some of these challenges can consist of weak signals which
results in lost data packets. Relayed signals or reflections
caused by the surrounding environment may create duplicate
copies of packets. The slow speed of the radio in combination
with the large data flow that an image transfer results in,
will certainly create congestion problems. The large data flow
caused by image transfers could also call for a need to scale
down image quality and size, preferably in an adaptive way, as
a response to the current achievable throughput. The high risk
of data loss creates a need to divide large information packets
into smaller parts, which must be handled and resent if lost in
transmission.

The framework developed in this subproject is finally inte-
grated with two other subprojects. The final idea is to add the
ability to relay the radio signals via multiple nodes in order
to extend the operating range of the vehicle and the ability to
encrypt the signals in order to add extra security.

The report is structured as follows. In Section II we present
a brief introduction to the networking concepts used in the
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project, namely the OSI model and ARQ protocols. These
features are relevant to the project and the section is meant as
an aid for the sections that follow. Section III describes the
physical components and the original system architecture of
the supplied framework and includes a review of the involved
challenges. Section IV presents an overview of our approach to
the challenges. In Section V we discuss our design choices and
the relation between our project and real SCADA implementa-
tions. The section also contains a short discussion concerning
possible improvements to the framework and possible system
features. Section VI concludes this report.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we present a brief introduction to the
networking concepts used in this project. These features are
relevant to the project and the section is meant as an aid for
the succeeding sections.

A. OSI Model

Figure 1. Simplified description depicting the layers of the OSI model

The OSI model [8] describes how the functions involved
in network communication between two endpoints can be
structured in terms of abstract layers. Each layer is responsible
for a different task in the communication and every layer
is horizontally associated to the corresponding layer in the
endpoint. A layer is both served by the layer below it and
serving the layer above. The OSI model is used to describe
all modern networking with the most prominent example being
TCP/IP which is used for communication between computers
on the internet [9]. In this example, TCP (Transport Control
Protocol) is the protocol operating in layer 4, the transport
layer, responsible for reliably sending and receiving data. The
IP (Internet Protocol) operates in layer 3, providing functions
for relaying data packets over network boundaries and routing.

A brief overview of the model is made in Figure 1 from
[10]. At the transmitting end the model is processed from the
top and most of the layers add their own header to the data.
At the receiving end, the model is processed from the bottom
and each layer interprets the header it is associated with.

The header is a data structure with a specific format placed
in the front of the data packet which contains information
about the packet and how it should be processed. A detailed
overview of the packet encapsulating process is reviewed in
section IV-C.

The focus in this project is in the application, presentation
and transport layers while the other layers are addressed by
the two other project groups.

B. Reliable Communication

The high packet loss when transferring data with ZigBee
radio devices and the fact that the loss probability increases
with distance and packet size, requires a way to transfer a
bulk of data packets in a reliable and more efficient way.
In this section we describe ways to provide reliable transfer
when sending data over a network and how this is connected
to the OSI model. One of the layers in the OSI model, the
fourth layer or the network layer, is responsible for providing
a reliable way to transfer data from one endpoint to another.
There are numerous ways to accomplish this, each with its
benefits and drawbacks. The first and most basic method we
describe is the stop and wait ARQ (Automatic Repeat-reQuest)
protocol in which the sender waits for an acknowledgement
from the receiver for each sent packet, before sending the next
packet. If the data link is slow the majority of the time is
spent waiting for acknowledgements rather then sending data,
making throughput less then optimal.

The other method we describe to achieve this goal is to use
the selective repeat protocol. Selective repeat is one of several
data transfer protocols in the ARQ family that detects missing
packets and resends them automatically. Among the used ARQ
protocols, selective repeat is one of the most efficient in terms
of time waiting for data packets to be acknowledged [11].

Figure 2. ARQ Transactions. (a) Stop-and-wait ARQ. (b) Selective Repeat
ARQ

In selective repeat, data packets are grouped together and
sent in windows with all packets in a window acknowledged
together. If one or several packets in the window are missing,
the receiver sends a packet requesting the missing packets
which then are resent. If no acknowledgement at all is received
by the sender in a specified time, a polling packet is then sent
to the receiver asking for missing packets to be resent. Figure
2, from [11], illustrates the transactions for stop-and-wait and
selective repeat ARQ. In a) a packet is lost in transmission
and a not acknowledged (NAK) packet is sent to indicate this.
In b) a sequence of packets is sent and three packets, namely
4,6 and 8, are lost.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The project Remote Video Capturing and Navigation [12],
that preceded this subproject, resulted in a framework that
we use as a starting point. The framework provides a basic
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functionality to send navigation messages from a controlling
computer to a vehicle. There is no guarantee that control
packets are delivered and the framework does not provide the
operator with images from the remote computer attached to the
vehicle. The software framework is built on two programming
languages, Java and Matlab, but this project focuses primarily
on the parts written in Java, as these contain the relevant code
for network transfer.

We start by describing the supplied hardware components
and software setup in the following subsections and we con-
clude the section by addressing the known limitations of the
framework. A schematic view of the setup is given in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The connections between the hardware components in the setup.

A. Hardware setup

The setup consists of a vehicle built from a Lego Mind-
storms kit and two computers connected with ZigBee radio
devices. We denote the computer that is connected to the
vehicle via USB as field equipment (FE) and the computer
sending control commands to the vehicle as control station
(CS). The robot is built out of Lego parts and is powered
by two motors. which are controlled from the programmable
NXT brick seen in Figure 4 from [13] . The NXT brick can

Figure 4. The Lego Mindstorms NXT brick

either be pre-loaded with a program compiled to run on the
brick or remotely controlled using Matlab and a third party

software, the NXT toolbox [14]. The mode of operation in
this application is remote control from a Matlab program.

The used radio link is composed of two XBee radio
modules, made by DIGI International. The XBee radios meet
the IEEE 802.15.4 network standard and thus are certified as
Zigbee devices. These small radio modules have the modest
power output of 1 mW, making them power efficient but
short ranged. Additionally, they have low transfer rates, only
250 Kbps, and this is the most challenging limitation of the
modules. Because of this, image transfers are expected to be
slow and a video stream would be impossible at this stage.
The camera used to get images from the vehicle is a simple
web camera and the computers are ordinary laptops.

B. Software framework
The software supplied to this project consists of a frame-

work made up of multiple Java and Matlab classes. These
classes are structured in such a manner as to make it easy to
distinguish the operations of the various parts of the program
and hence making a clear distinction of the workspace for the
three different project groups.

The parts responsible for sending and receiving data, the
CS and FE, are built on two fundamental software libraries:
the NXT toolbox which is used to build navigation control
messages, and the XBee API which provides the ability to send
data with the radio modules. As the NXT toolbox is written
in Matlab and the XBee API is written in Java, there exists a
need for integration of the two languages. This is done with
the JMI (Java-Matlab-Interface). This interface enables Matlab
to call Java methods an thus enables all complex logic and OSI
model layers to be implemented in Java. The Java classes in
the framework are structured in packages, but can be viewed
as a logical grouping of common classes, CS classes and FE
classes. Here we present the relevant modules.

1) Common Classes: The classes that are used by both the
FE and CS are called common classes and are responsible
for several important tasks. One of the tasks is creating and
reading packets with the so called packet forgers and packet
readers. These provide a robust way of handling packets
without the need to access the raw bits and bytes of the data
packets. The packet headers in the application layer are added
and read in this way. The common classes also include code
for pushing and receiving packets to and from the network
layer as well as tester classes to test different functionalities
of the framework.

The code for sending and receiving messages with the use
of XBee radios relies on the libraries in the XBee API. The
XBee-API, is a Java API (application programming interface),
provided by Digi, the company that manufactures the XBee
radios. The API consists of a library with all the necessary
methods to send data packets over the XBee radio link, seen
in Figure 3, in the OSI model terminology it operates in the
network layer. A data packet that is to be sent over the network
is pushed to a buffer in the network layer. This buffer stores
the packet until the thread [15] responsible for sending packets
is ready. When the thread is ready it consumes the packet from
the buffer and uses methods in the API to send the packet over
the network.
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2) Control Station: The Control Station is the computer
used by the operator to send control messages. The software
in the CS consists of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) built
in Matlab which uses the NXT toolbox and a Java part
which relays the commands over radio. The Mindstorms NXT
Toolbox is a free open source Matlab toolbox, developed by
the RWTH Aachen University. This toolbox gives the ability
to send NXT commands to the NXT brick through a Universal
Serial Bus (USB) cable. This is done through calling the
functions provided by LibUSB [16]. However, the toolbox has
been modified in the following way:

When a command has to be sent with this toolbox, the data
packet is captured and instead of sending it to the USB port,
methods in the common classes are called. The methods in the
CS relay the packet via radio to the FE, which in turn relays
the packet to the NXT brick. The CS and FE are thus acting
as middle-hands. The control station waits for the return value
and will not continue execution before it is received. In OSI
model terminology, the toolbox software creates the command
packets and is thus a part of the application layer that hands
over the packet to the presentation layer.

3) Field Equipment: The field equipment consists of a
stand alone program running on the computer connected to
the vehicle. When the program is executed, it initializes the
radio module and then listens perpetually for messages from
the control station. As an incoming packet is received it is
sent up from the network layer to be processed by the field
equipment class. The packet is then opened by the packet
reader and the type of packet is identified by its header. If
the packet is a navigation command, it is written to the USB
port and executed on the NXT brick. When the command has
been executed, the NXT brick sends a reply message to the
field equipment containing the outcome of the command. The
field equipment wraps the reply message in the same way the
command message was sent by the control station, using the
packet forger and the XBee API.

C. Shortcomings of the Previous Framework
The original framework suffers from several weaknesses

that this project is aimed to remedy.
• The communication is not reliable
• A lost packet causes the program to hang
• The CS is blocking while sending
• No method of getting images from the field equipment

Navigation messages sent with the original framework are sent
using a type of stop-and-wait protocol. This means that the CS
will wait for an acknowledgement from the FE before sending
the next message, not returning control to the user before the
reply is received. If the packet is lost in transmission, the
sender will wait forever for the reply, thus making the program
useless until restarted. Also no mechanism is available to
account for duplicate packets. In addition, the user has no way
of navigating the vehicle due to the inability of the framework
to transfer images from the FE to the CS.

IV. PROJECT WORK

In order to address the shortcomings of the supplied frame-
work we need not only to redesign existing code but also create

entirely new methods. In the following sections we present all
the involved work in this project.

A. Navigation Reliability

As explained in the previous section, the functionality of
the initial framework supports packet transfers on a rudimen-
tary level, excluding reliable communication or any form of
video transfer. This functionality needs to be reliable, since a
single packet loss will block the program. To solve this, we
implement a timer in the sender. The timer is used to timeout
the wait for reply, so that the sender does not wait forever but
rather makes the program resend lost packets. In addition to
this, we have to make sure to handle duplicate packets. These
can occur when relaying signals trough multiple nodes or if
signals bounce off the environment. As a solution to this, we
add an incremental id to each packet. This solution not only
solves the issue of duplicates but also the problem of packet
order.

B. Concurrent Packet Handling

Due to the need of processing data simultaneously as
listening to packets on the network, we introduce concurrent
tasks in the framework.

Concurrency is a concept in which individual tasks in a
program are handled simultaneously. The tasks are divided
into threads and information is sent between the threads using
a producer/consumer pattern. The producer-consumer pattern
describes two threads interacting via a buffer. The thread
acting as a producer is in charge of generating data and when
the data is processed it is stored in a buffer. The consumer
thread is then invoked and takes the data from the buffer to
process. The amount of threads implemented depends on the
purpose of the application, but all programs have one main
thread that is the thread running the program. Additional new
threads can be added to perform different tasks, for example
to separate the layers of the OSI model.

With the introduction of concurrency, threads need to be
prevented from accessing or altering an object simultaneously,
since this will lead to data inconsistencies or deadlocks. To
account for this, the threads must access the object in a
synchronized block, which locks the object from other threads.
If synchronized incorrectly, two threads could wait for each
other’s locks indefinitely in a so called deadlock. Another
phenomenon is called starvation in which a thread is holding a
lock for longer time than needed while other threads needing
the locked resources wait for it. This can be a result of
synchronizing a whole class or outside a main loop.

For the framework to be able to handle simultaneous tasks,
we divided it into parts that are running in different threads.
The main thread of the program listens for packets on the
network and a parallel thread is processing received image
packets.

C. Packet Headers

In accordance with the OSI model, different protocols are
used to perform different functions in the layered stack. When
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creating a data packet a packet forger is created to help with
the process. Depending on the type of packet to be sent, either
a NavPacketForger or VidPacketForger is created. First, the
packet forger automatically adds a unique packet id, then adds
a byte indicating the type of packet, navigation or video. After
this, it includes information about which command or subtype
the packet is, such as image data packet, or image request
packet. This is the data in the packet header and takes up
seven bytes. After the application level header is created and
the payload is added to the packet, the packet is sent down to
the next layer in the network stack, where additional headers
are added to the packet. When the packet has reached the
lowest layer, the physical layer, it is finally sent as a string of
bits over the frequency modulated data channel that the XBee
radio uses.

Figure 5. Encapsulation of data of different protocols.

As the packet is received, it travels in the opposite direction
in the network stack, with each layer stripping the packet
header relevant for that layer. When the packet is pushed up
to the application layer, it is read by a packet reader which
provides methods to extract data in a convenient manner with-
out knowing the exact format of the header. The encapsulation
concept is shown in Figure 5 from [17]

D. Image Processing and Transfer

1) GStreamer: To programmatically capture images from a
camera, a framework is needed in order to interface with the
camera drivers. One such framework is the GStreamer library
which is an open source library with the ability to perform
a wide range of multimedia tasks including capturing and
processing images from a camera. The library is written in C,
but Java bindings exist so the library can be used from a Java
environment without the need to call native functions. This is
the reason we use this library in the project. GStreamer has a
modular structure, meaning that different tasks are performed
by different plug-ins, which can be chained to process a data
stream in steps.

A data stream always start with a data source, which is a
handle representing some type of data, and an endpoint called
sink[18], where the data is presented in some way, for example
shown on screen or saved on disk. Between the source and the
sink, none or several plug-ins can be placed to process the data.
For example, a media player can be constructed by using the
library to read a file from the disk, pipeline it to a demuxer
(de-multiplexer) which splits the data stream in a video stream
and audio stream. The separate streams are then decoded and

finally sent to sinks, which respectively show the video on the
screen and plays the audio on the computer’s speaker. This is
shown i Figure 6 from [18]

Figure 6. A schematic representation of a sample media player. The arrows
illustrate data flow originating from sources to sinks.

As the maximum size of a packet that is to be sent over
the network is 100 bytes, the image frame has to be split into
smaller chunks before packed into data packets.

2) Image Transfer: When sending a file over a wireless
network the risk of packet losses has to be taken into account.
The transfer of large quantity of frames could be unfeasible
because the probability of failing the transmission grows with
the number of packets to be sent. To solve this, we create
a process to split up the image and sending the sections in
a reliable manner. This process is implemented in a newly
created common class called the video packet handler (vph)
that processes video packets in both the FE and CS.

The first step in the process of an image transfer consists
of the operator sending an image request using the CS. This
request creates a video packet and sets the byte in the packet
header and thus labeling the packet as an image request. The
vph also adds a number indicating the desired image quality
of the requested image.

The arrival of the packet in the FE notifies the waiting
thread responsible for handling packets. Upon arrival, a series
of actions are triggered. First, an image is captured from the
camera and processed according to the specified quality. We
then make use of resizing, jpeg compression and desaturation
to reduce the image size. The image is then split into blocks,
that are sized as not to exceed the maximum packet size when
headers have been appended. The vph finally proceeds to send
the packets using the selective repeat protocol.

In this way the FE first sends a packet informing the CS
that the request has been received and indicates how many
packets are about to be sent. The CS can then allocate an array
of sufficient size to hold the complete image. The CS also
allocates a buffer of size specified in the parameter window
size to hold packets that are received but not yet acknowledged.
The FE then sends the number of packets specified in window
size, and waits for an acknowledgement (ack) from the CS. If
a timeout expires and no ack has been received, a packet is
sent, asking the CS how many packets in the last window is
missing. This requests the CS to check the buffer for missing
packets and to send back a packet with the indices of these
packets.

We included another error detecting feature in the protocol.
If the CS receives the last packet in the window without
having received all the previous packets, it then sends a packet,
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requesting repeat of the missing packets automatically, without
delay. When all the packets in a window are received, the CS
copies the buffer to the image array, sends an ack, and the FE
proceeds to send the next window, until the whole image is
sent. When this happens, the CS assembles the image array
to a Java BufferedImage which can be shown on the screen
using basic swing [19] tools.

3) Adaptive Transfer Algorithm: In order to cope with
the non-constant bandwidth that varies with distance between
nodes, radio noise, etc, We include a method to automatically
adjust image quality depending on throughput. This adaptive
algorithm measures the throughput of the last image transfer
and converts the value to number on a linear scale. Each
value on the scale represents a discrete image quality setting
which is sent with the next image request. When the FE
receives the request, it adjusts the next image accordingly,
altering image size, jpeg compression level and saturation
level. While significantly reducing the amount of data to be
sent, it also diminish the ability to distinguish details in the
image. This gives the operator the possibility to control the
trade-off between image quality and transfer delay.

E. GUI Design

The GUI consists of two frames, the first has a panel for
navigating the vehicle with buttons for directional motion and
a button for sending an image request to the FE. The other
frame consists of a separate window showing the last received
image. An ideal GUI would contain all the functionality, both
navigation control buttons and image frame, of the program in
a single window. Due to complication with making function
calls from Java to Matlab, it proved impossible to update the
image frame without making the image request blocking the
thread. This forced the rest of the GUI to be unresponsive
until the image had been received. Since navigation control
is of higher priority than having a single panel for the GUI,
we made the decision to separate the controls from the image
frame, thereby moving the direct control of the image frame
to the CS Java class.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Challenges and Design Choices

The challenges faced when developing a robust SCADA
system include reliability, security and congestion control.
This project, being a scaled-down version of a full SCADA
system, faced a subset of these challenges, mainly establishing
a reliable communication channel with the use of inexpensive,
low power radio modules with low bandwidth, high packet
loss and non-constant delays. Other challenges were the use
of Matlab as a GUI, a task it was not designed for, and the
integration of Matlab with Java where it proved difficult to
call Matlab functions from Java.

These limitations affected the design choices in the project.
In particular, selective repeat was chosen as the protocol
for providing network reliability, as studies has shown it to
be an efficient protocol when communicating over a slow
data channel [20]. In addition, because of the non-predictable
bandwidth, an adaptive algorithm was developed to provide

the operator with a more predictable delay between requesting
and receiving an image, at the cost of image quality.

The impossibility of calling Matlab functions from Java
forced the choice to separate the GUI into two different win-
dows; one for the navigation controls and one for presenting
the image received from the FE. The original design, with a
single window would have to block the GUI while receiving
an image due to the fact that the underlying code has no way
of informing the GUI when an image has been completely
received. Although not optimal, the design with two separate
windows is preferable to not being able to control the vehicle
while receiving an image.

B. Potential Applications of the System

As this project is a scaled down implementation of a
SCADA system with the somewhat artificial purpose of con-
trolling a Lego robot over radio, the techniques used here
have meaningful applications in industry and academia. The
combined efforts to build this system could provide the ability
to create a network of battery powered nodes capable of
transmitting image data and control actuators. This is possible
due to the low cost and low power consumption of the XBee
radios and the extended networking functionality and security
added by the other subprojects.
This could be used as a foundation for applications such as
home automation, remote surveillance and control in process
industry, research involving visual coverage of large outdoor
areas, etc. Other types of sensors, for example infrared,
ultrasound or radar can be added to the framework to increase
usefulness. Additionally, the control software on the field
equipment can be run on low cost, energy efficient hardware,
extending battery life for each node.

C. Future work

In the following subsections, we list some improvements
that would significantly increase the system performance and
usability.

1) Restructuring the code: As the program is written now,
packets are pushed to the application layer from the network
layer in a class named Application.java. This class is responsi-
ble for both receiving packets, checking what type the received
packet is and dispatching the packet to either the video packet
handler or code in the same class that handles navigation
packets. To make the code more logically consistent, this
class should be broken up so that one class receives packets
from the network layer and dispatches them to two different
classes, running in own threads, processing the different types
of packets.

2) Debug Framework: As the code is written now, debug
and information messages are written to the console with
simple System.out.println() calls, typically for every method
call, making the output too verbose hard to read. This could
be improved by using a logging framework, such as Log4J
where every output is labeled with a level so that the user can
specify the level of messages to be shown. In this way, debug
level messages would only be shown when debugging, and
important messages shown always.
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3) Protocol Analysis: Work could be done on improving the
selective repeat protocol. An example would be to implement
and analyze different ARQ protocols [20][21] for this partic-
ular application with low bandwidth and high packet loss. An
especially interesting comparison would be that between the
selective repeat ARQ implemented in this project and selective
repeat ARQ with sliding window protocol[22].

4) Replace Control Toolbox: There exists an open source
Java replacement firmware for the NXT brick called
LeJOS[23], which enables the possibility to run Java code
direct on the NXT brick. Using this, the control station could
be written entirely in Java, replacing the need for Matlab
entirely. This would have the advantage of not having to start
Matlab solely for such a small part of the framework as the
GUI and the GUI could also be constructed as a single window.

5) Video Streaming: Enhancing the compression of images
by taking advantage of redundant information. Since images
taken in successive order share many similarities, much of the
information can be reused, even a primitive implementation
would improve the user experience.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this project we investigated how to build a reliable
communications channel over a weak radio link and how to
transfer, in this context, large amounts of data efficiently. Due
to the constraints posed, a protocol for reliable data transfer
had to be implemented, for which selective repeat ARQ was
chosen. In addition, a simpler stop-and-wait protocol was
implemented for data transfer of navigation messages.

In redesigning the existing framework to achieve a robust
system, we addressed a number of issues, the first and foremost
being navigation reliability. It is now possible to control the
vehicle remotely without fear of losing control due to a single
missing packet. Also, thanks to the added functionality to
retrieve images from the on-board camera, the vehicle can now
be navigated in unfamiliar surroundings, maneuvering around
obstacles. Additionally, in response to the low bandwidth of
the radio link, we developed an adaptive algorithm which
automatically adjusts the image quality of the transferred
images to lower the transmission delay.
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